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THE PUBLIC FORUM
INE'QUALITY. In every phase of

human, life that involves the element
of competition there seems to have
been an effort made to establish
something approaching, at least, to
conditions of equality This should
be qualified by excepting that phase
of human life that goes to the very
existence of life itself the chance of
earning a living.

In a horse race where there is
known to be a material difference
between the speed of the competitors
the more speedy ones are given a
handicap which tends to equalize the
chances of the other competitors to
win. In every game where there is
known to be a decided difference in
the skill of the contestants every pre-
caution is taken to equalize the op-

portunities of the players.
But in the game of life, which must

be played whether we like it or not,
95 per cent of the players come into
the game with the disadvantage of
having to pay to the owners of the
field where the game must be played
such a large percentage of their earn-
ings that defeat and failure comes to
90 per cent of them.

The law makes no effort to equal-
ize the opportunities of the players.
It makes feeble effort to ameliorate
the sufferings of the defeated and
disabled victims of the vicious un-
equal conditions that govern the
game by establishing hospitals and
poorhouses and other forms of state
relief. And this inadequate relief is
paid by the victims of the system,
who are taxed by the state to the
limit upon everything they consume
to make themselves comfortable. And
the owners of the field where the
game must be played tax them again
because they live upon the earth and
cannot get out of the game.

Many cannot understand parables
without explanation, so it is well to
say that the game of life is played
nnnn the earth bv the workers whn
change the natural materials of the I

earth so that human desires attd
human necessities may be satisfied.
There is no other way for people to
live and the earth owners controlling
the opportunities charge such exor-
bitant toll for the use of the earth
that poverty, failure, crime and dis-

tress are the certain results.
The toll is the necessary result of

the monopolization of the earth. The
monopoly is necessary for the best
use of the earth, but its evils can be nfr
eliminated by taking the toll from the
earth owners and putting it into the
public treasury, to be expended for
the things that will benefit all the
people. Then it will not be necessary
to tax the workers at all and the
game would be so free and equal and
easy for all that there would be no
poor, and normal, intelligent men
and women would be ashamed to be
extremely rich. Geo. V. Wells, 6050
South Park av.

A SUGGESTION. I cannot afford
to "buy some advertising space" in
the Chicago newspapers to offer a
suggestion to the public and our
members. Although my suggestion
would be valuable and for improve-
ment in conditions, I think The Day
Book will print it where Busby and
the imitation sleuth advertising
artist will not

To obtain the good will of the pub- -.

lie and employes in a day apply the
thousands of dollars the Chi Sur-
face Lines are spending "buying
space in the newspapers" toward giv-

ing the public clean cars and plenty
of them and we fellows a living wage.

We have no right to expect pas-

sengers to waste their time writing
the company a lot of bull about what
the public are paying for. If we go
into a restaurant we expect service, 9
not the boss and employes advertis-
ing, posting signs and indulging in
a lot of bunk to get good will. All
the public wants is cars and enough
of them and we fellows a living wage. --

The good will then takes care of


